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I'm a PC.
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NEW TOOLS

- Caught our attention over last few months
- Relevant to education/research/patient care/research/work?
- Fun?
CME LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Know why and when to use the demonstrated information resources and tools
- Know the value of the resources to clinical practice
- Be able to effectively access and utilize the resources
“The Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.”
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Neither Bill Garrity nor Tom Mead has any financial relationship to those in a position to control the content of this presentation.

This presentation has no commercial support.
HOUSEKEEPING

- CME credit
- Evaluations
- Future Library Grand Rounds
- Webstreamed and recorded
HOW THIS IS GOING TO WORK
OR...
STAYING CURRENT
Children of older fathers more likely to have bipolar disorder

Older age among fathers may be associated with an increased risk for bipolar disorder in their offspring, according to a report in the September issue of Archives of General Psychiatry, one of the JAMA/Archives journals.

Related science articles

Family therapy helps relieve depression symptoms in bipolar teens

The ECNP consensus statement on bipolar depression

Playing, and even watching, sports improves brain function

Being an athlete or merely a fan improves language skills when it comes to discussing their sport because parts of the brain usually involved in playing sports are instead used to understand sport language, new research at the University of...

Study examines relationship between low birth weight and psychiatric problems in children

No more big stink: scent lures mosquitoes, but humans can't smell it

Engineers create bone that blends into tendons
Popular Science articles about Health & Medicine

Family therapy helps relieve depression symptoms in bipolar teens

Family-focused therapy, when combined with medication, appears effective in stabilizing symptoms of depression among teens with bipolar disorder, according to a report in the September issue of Archives of General Psychiatry, one of the JAMA/Archives journals.

Related science articles
Children of older fathers more likely to have bipolar disorder

Children's calorie expenditure, heart rate increase during active video games

Children burn more than four times as many calories per minute playing an active video game than playing a seated game, and their heart rate is also significantly higher with the active game, according to a report in the September...
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Children’s calorie expenditure, heart rate increase during active video games

Eureka! Science News - Popular science news

Click here to view the full article in your default Web browser or to download the article and any enclosures.

Posted On: Mon 9/1/2008 10:22 PM

Children burn more than four times as many calories per minute playing an active video game than playing a seated game, and their heart rate is also significantly higher with the active game, according to a report in the September issue of Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine, one of the JAMA/Archives journals.

read more
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What About ICT?

William F. Garrity

Bill's Journal (Blog)

News, trends, and thoughts about ICT, intellectual property, business, and libraries--particularly their intersection. (This journal in part substitutes for burying my staff and others with email about stuff I find interesting/important.)

Visualization of Data, II

In the August 30, 2008, The New York Times:

Lines and Bubbles and Bars, Oh My! New Ways to Sift Data ?

By ANNE EISENBERG

PEOPLE share their videos on YouTube and their photos at Flickr. Now they can share more technical types of displays: graphs, charts and other visuals they create to help them analyze data buried in spreadsheets, tables or text.

At an experimental Web site, Many Eyes, (www.many-eyes.com), users can upload the data they want to visualize, then by sophisticated tools to generate interactive displays. These might range from maps of relationships in the New Testament to a display of the comparative frequency of words used in speeches by Senators Hillary Rodham Clinton and Barack Obama.

The site was created by scientists at the Watson Research Center of I.B.M.

Contact Me

william dash garrity at william dash garrity
PC gamers have rights, too

"Gamers shall have the right to return games that don't work with their computers for a full refund."
"Gamers shall have the right to expect that the minimum requirements for a game will mean that the game will adequately play on that computer."

Read the bill of rights
Wolters Kluwer Teams With Five More Banking Associations for Red Flag Compliance
- Sep 2, 2008

Talario Releases Xpaper PDF Digital Writing Kit
- Sep 2, 2008

London Stock Exchange Offers
Meizu M8 Captured On Film: Realer Than Big Foot But Not Nearly As Interesting
Intel talks up shape-shifting "programmable matter," bugs us out

by Darren Murph, posted Sep 2nd 2008 at 9:26AM
Photomeshing

(I made this term up)
Microsoft's **Photosynth**

- Product of Microsoft's [Live Labs](#)
- Interprets and links together digital photos to create immersive, 3D, manipulable panoramas
- Google versus Microsoft approach
  - Google: all on the net
  - Microsoft: on your computer or computer+net
Social Web Searching
Start Here: Identify Yourself

Type in your name, alias or email

Create your search network:
Delver is an intelligent social search engine that enables you to search and benefit from the wealth of information created and referenced by your social world.

1. Type in your name or any other alias you use
2. Identify yourself - select your profiles
3. Start delving!

Next>>
5986 people results for obama

More people results >>

Save your social circles. Sign up to Delver

NASHVILLE - Barack Obama Community Kick-Off Photos - 23rd...
You » Kirsten Jennings » Barack Obama is the author of this content
Dear Mr. Obama: Please find attached photos from my Barack Obama Hope,

NASHVILLE - Barack Obama Community Kick-Off Photos - 23rd...
You » Kirsten Jennings » Barack Obama is the author of this content
Dear Mr. Obama: Please find attached photos from my Barack Obama Hope,
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Gender: male
Location: Greater Boston Area
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Status: taken
Interests: See http://www.william-garrity.com
School: Roy C. Ketcham
College: University of Chicago (graduated: 1986)
Positions: Director of Biomedical Libraries at Dartmouth College/Dartmouth Medical School and Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center (Higher Education Industry)
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William F. Garrity's Articles

http://www.william-garrity.com - Bill's Journal (Blog)/ Home

Search Buddies

No Search Buddies found
To add a Search Buddy, hover over the connections and then press icon below the connection picture
www.scour.com

Search socially and get the most from your favorite search engine!

Search
Get results from Yahoo, Google and MSN on one page!
See reviews and feedback from other Scour members for each listing.

Contribute
Vote and comment on any search result!
Be a part of the world's most relevant search community with your feedback.

Reward
Get paid for what you already do - Search!
Earn points redeemable for Visa gift cards for searches, comments, votes and inviting friends.

Learn more
Join now
Zrii: The Stars Are Aligning
Change your life inside and out
http://www.healthyharbottle.myzrii.com

Find Home Care Providers Nationwide
TheHomeCareDirectory- The Largest Home Care Directory On The Web
http://www.TheHomecareDirectory.com

Amazing New Health Discovery
Fiirst patented stem cell enhancer for optimal health. Learn more...
http://www.liquidlifehealth.com

Related Searches: palliative care definition hospice palliative care palliative care organization national hospice and palliative care organization palliative care nurse

palliative care - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Non-hospice palliative care is not dependent on prognosis and is offered in ... palliative care began in the
Attributes

- Voting is community’s ranking—sends results UP or DOWN
- Points?
  - Incentives voting
  - Search, Vote, and Comment each one point
  - 6,500 points = $25
  - Screens out bogus searches
Flip
Kindle Attributes

- Books, magazines, newspapers
- Wireless (cellular): no “synching”
- Find and get content instantly (Newspapers delivered overnight)
- Cost of network access part of content cost
Kindle Attributes (con’t)

- Battery life
- Search
- Annotation
- Text size
- 260 installed memory = 150 books
- SD memory card
- Web access
Availability

- $350
- New models
  - in October-ish: color
  - when? Larger and color → textbooks!

http://www.amazon.com/